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Gorillas Gentle Giants Of The Forest
Focuses on the animals who are the gentle giants of the African forest. Covers all aspects of their world and includes 90
colour photographs.
Kid's U Presents...Gorillas - Amazing Pictures and Facts about Gorillas. Have your children ever wondered how big a
gorilla is? What do they look like? What does a gorilla eat? Where do they live? In this book you will explore the
wonderful world of gorillas, finding the answers to these questions and so many more. Complete with incredible pictures
to keep even the youngest of children captivated, you will all embark on a little journey into the great unknown. In school
our children aren't taught in a way that makes them curious and want to learn. I want to change that! This book will show
your children just how interesting the world is and help ignite a passion for learning. Your children will learn how to:
Become curious about the world around them. Find motivation to learn. Use their free time to discover more about the
world-and have fun while doing so! And much more! Table of Contents Introduction Chapter 1- Animal Class Chapter 2Species Chapter 3- Area Chapter 4- Habitat Chapter 5- Size Chapter 6- Diet Chapter 7- Lifespan Chapter 8- Social
Animals Chapter 9- Male Gorillas Chapter 10- Life of the Troop Chapter 11- What do Gorillas Look Like? Chapter 12Noses Chapter 13- Silverback Gorillas Chapter 14-Human ConnectionChapter 15- Gentle GiantsChapter 16- Intelligent
Animals Chapter 17-Reproduction Chapter 18- Baby Gorillas Chapter 19- Threats Chapter 20- Endangered Species
He is the king. He leads his family, his troop. His silver back shows his age and experience. He guides them through
thick forests and steep mountains. The majestic mountain gorillas live in family groups, led by a powerful silverback.
Juxtaposing the apes’ awesome strength and surprising gentleness, He Leads tells the story of family loyalty and love.
With stunning, lifelike illustrations and facts on each page, this beautiful picture book is a monument to these endangered
gentle giants.
Young children will enjoy learning more about one of their favorite animals to visit at the zoo. The text and photos will
engage children as they learn about gorillas.
100 Animals to See Before They Die is inspired by the Zoological Society of London's recently launched conservation
project EDGE - Evolutionarily Distinct and Globally Endangered. EDGE targets some of the world's most bizarre and
unusual creatures, animals which are extremely distinct in the way they look, live and behave. They have few or no close
relatives and require immediate action to save them from extinction. If they disappear there will be nothing like them left
on the planet. Amazingly, many of these species are ignored by existing conservation plans. 100 Animals fights this
ignorance by highlighting the danger these species are in and will encourage greater involvement in the fight to save
them. Some EDGE species, such as tigers, elephants and pandas are well known, but 100 Animals features dozens of
lesser known and extraordinary animals such as the Yangtze River Dolphin (the world's rarest cetacean), the Bumblebee
Bat (the smallest mammal on earth) and the egg-laying Long-beaked Echidna. Organised by world regions (Eurasia,
Australasia, Africa, New World, South East Asia, the Oceans) and with a whole section devoted to Madagascar, 100
Animals is inspirational and packed with information about each animal and where to find it. Each animal is illustrated in
colour and accompanied by a distribution map and information about its key characteristics and the specific threats it
faces, plus details about any conservation work taking place.
An unobservant zookeeper is followed home by all the animals he thinks he has left behind in the zoo.
Gorillas are not fierce unless threatened. Gorillas are the shy, gentle giants of African jungles. Discover more about how
they live in All About African Gorillas, one of 18 books in our Animals Around the World series. Each title is beautifully
illustrated with large, close-up photos. Be sure to check out all 18!
When their regular teacher is sick, her students are surprised by their substitute teacher's approach to learning, as they
learn about math in the cafeteria, monster germs from the nurse, and art from the janitor.
Simplified Chinese edition of Good Morning Gorillas (Magic Tree House, No. 26)
Gorillas are one of our closest living relatives, the largest of all living primates, and teeter on the brink of extinction. These
fascinating animals are the focus of this in-depth and comprehensive examination of gorilla biology. Gorilla Biology
combines recent research in morphology, genetics and behavioural ecology to reveal the complexity and diversity of
gorilla populations. The first section focuses on morphological and molecular variation and underscores the importance of
understanding diverse biological patterns at all levels in testing evolutionary and adaptive hypotheses and elucidating
subspecies and species diversification. Following are discussions of the ecological constraints that influence gorilla social
organization and highlight their surprising flexibility. The book ends with discussions of the conservation status of gorillas
and the many and increasing threats to their continued survival. Giving insight into the evolutionary biology of these
unique primates, this book will be essential reading for primatologists, anthropologists and evolutionary biologists.
Gorillas are gentle giants – unless a wandering silverback tries to invade the troop! This charming, first-person narrative
invites readers into the central African rainforest to follow a baby gorilla’s life cycle Hyperrealistic illustrations will amaze
readers as they learn essential science curriculum topics. The incredible “Did You Know?” section provides a plethora of
fun facts about gorillas, and the quiz allows readers an independent learning experience as they test their reading
comprehension. This beautifully composed volume is rich with detail to fuel readers’ critical thinking skills.
A book containing surprising facts about gorillas.
Lists the endangered animals of the world by continent, providing key facts about their lifespan, diet, physical
characteristics, habitats, and the actions being taken to help conserve each endangered animal.
Updated for 2020, Young children will enjoy learning more about one of their favorite animals to visit at the zoo. The text
and photos will engage children as they learn about gorillas.
Newman brings a lifetime of study to this exploration of the varied interaction between gorillas and humans. Tragically, most
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gorillas are now endangered, and those in zoos and sanctuaries now lead much more secure lives. This compelling book helps us
understand how our image of gorillas has been distorted and clarified through culture and science and how we now control the
destiny of these magnificent apes.
Profiles the life of the scientist who studied mountain gorillas in central Africa and worked to ensure their survival.
Educational title for gifted and advanced learners.
"Examines the animals, plants, characteristics, and peoples of the world's rain forests as well as endangerment and preservation."
Contents: V.1: Africa - bioluminescence; V.2: Biomass - clear-cuting; V.3: Climate and weather - emergent; V.4: Endangered
species - food web; V.5: Forest fire - iguana; V.6: Indonesia - manatee; V.7: Mangrove forest - orangutan; V.8: Orchid - red panda;
V.9: Reforestation - spider; V.10: Squirrel - Yanomami people; V.11: Index.
This book takes an engaging look at the work of ground-breaking conservationist, Dian Fossey, and her work with mountain
gorillas. It covers Fossey's inspiration, her methods, findings, and the impact of her work in Africa.
Looks at the once-hidden lives of mountain and lowland gorillas.
The study of primate locomotion is a unique discipline that by its nature is interdis ciplinary, drawing on and integrating research
from ethology, ecology, comparative anat omy, physiology, biomechanics, paleontology, etc. When combined and focused on
particular problems this diversity of approaches permits unparalleled insight into critical aspects of our evolutionary past and into a
major component of the behavioral repertoire of all animals. Unfortunately, because of the structure of academia, integration of
these different approaches is a rare phenomenon. For instance, papers on primate behavior tend to be published in separate
specialist journals and read by subgroups of anthropologists and zoologists, thus precluding critical syntheses. In the spring of
1995 we overcame this compartmentalization by organizing a con ference that brought together experts with many different
perspectives on primate locomo tion to address the current state of the field and to consider where we go from here. The
conference, Primate Locomotion-1995, took place thirty years after the pioneering confer ence on the same topic that was
convened by the late Warren G. Kinzey at Davis in 1965.
Gorillas are social animals that live in groups called troops. They’re the largest primates on Earth, but these big creatures can be quite
gentle. In this book, readers will learn about gorilla families and how they work together to find food and raise their young. This important
elementary life-science subject is explained in rich detail, and full-color images add depth to the text. Fact boxes provide fascinating
information to spark students’ interest. Important conservation issues are also discussed.
Jack and Annie travel in their magic tree house to Elizabethan London, where they become actors in a production of A Midsummer Night's
Dream and try to rescue a tame bear.
The action plan lays out a conservation strategy for gorillas and chimpanzees in Western Equatorial Africa. The Endangered central
chimpanzee Pan troglodytes troglodytes and the Critically Endangered western lowland gorilla Gorilla gorilla gorilla are undergoing a dramatic
decline due to poaching, disease and habitat loss, driven by demands for bushmeat, a lack of law enforcement, by corruption, and by
increased access to their once-remote habitat -- like the recent expansion of industrial agriculture. This document is the product of the second
regional workshop on conservation planning for the two subspecies of great ape, which brought together senior representatives of the wildlife
authorities in the six range states, protected area managers, NGOs, scientists, wildlife health experts, industry representatives and donors.
These stakeholders assessed great ape conservation needs for the next 10 years, building on an action plan published in 2005, to develop a
new plan of action that will serve as a guide for range-state governments, donors and conservation organisations to target conservation
investment in the region.
There’s something undoubtedly fascinating about our giant cousins, the magnificent mountain gorillas of Sub-Saharan Africa. It’s partially
down to their sheer size — you can’t fail to be impressed by a creature that colossal. But there’s something deeper, more endearing. The
combination of awesome strength with profound gentleness; the depth of their social bonds; their harmony with their environment; their
vulnerability and their struggle to survive. Perhaps our fascination comes from us seeing in them what we wish we saw in ourselves?
Last August, two men in rural Georgia announced that they had killed Bigfoot. The claim drew instant, feverish attention, leading to more than
1,000 news stories worldwide—despite the fact that nearly everyone knew it was a hoax. Though Bigfoot may not exist, there’s no denying
Bigfoot mania. With Bigfoot, Joshua Blu Buhs traces the wild and wooly story of America’s favorite homegrown monster. He begins with
nineteenth-century accounts of wildmen roaming the forests of America, treks to the Himalayas to reckon with the Abominable Snowman,
then takes us to northern California in 1958, when reports of a hairy hominid loping through remote woodlands marked Bigfoot’s emergence
as a modern marvel. Buhs delves deeply into the trove of lore and misinformation that has sprung up around Bigfoot in the ensuing half
century. We meet charlatans, pseudo-scientists, and dedicated hunters of the beast—and with Buhs as our guide, the focus is always less on
evaluating their claims than on understanding why Bigfoot has inspired all this drama and devotion in the first place. What does our
fascination with this monster say about our modern relationship to wilderness, individuality, class, consumerism, and the media? Writing with
a scientist’s skepticism but an enthusiast’s deep engagement, Buhs invests the story of Bigfoot with the detail and power of a novel, offering
the definitive take on this elusive beast.
Neglected by her busy father, a lonely young girl receives a toy gorilla for her birthday and together they take a miraculous trip to the zoo.
Third graders are provided with instruction in the four key curriculum areas tested nationwide--reading, writing, language, and mathematics.
The formats, reading passages, and questions are all modeled after national standardized and proficiency tests. Each book culminates with a
practice test with an answer sheet for a real test-like experience. Also perfect for multi-subject, summer review.

THE ESSENCE OF ANTHROPOLOGY features an experienced and diverse author team with expertise in all subfields of
anthropology. With an eye to visual and written clarity, the authors present anthropology from an integrated, holistic perspective.
They use three unifying themes as a framework to tie the book together and keep students focused: systemic adaptation to
emphasize that every culture, past and present, is an integrated and dynamic system of adaptation; biocultural connections that
highlight the integration of human culture and biology in the steps humans take to meet the challenges of survival; and the
emergence of globalization and its disparate impact on peoples and cultures around the world. Pedagogical elements support
these main themes and give deeper insight into the meaning and relevance of a wide range of topics covered in the general
narrative by tying examples to behavior today. Insightful questions foster critical thinking, additional Visual Counterpoints widen the
book's array of compare-and-contrast examples, and a new Digging into Anthropology feature provides a hands-on approach to
anthropological methods by giving active learning opportunities related to each chapter's content. In addition, the authors have
broadened viewpoints to offer explanations and examples from different points of view. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Presents thirteen years of field research on the endangered mountain gorilla of the African rain forest.
Discover the lifestyles, habitats, and behaviors of the animal kingdom as you’ve never seen them before with The Encyclopedia of
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Animals. Each page of this comprehensive guide is packed with amazingly detailed artworks and full-color photographs. From the
flying squirrel to the yellow-bellied sapsucker, and from the fire ant to the sun bear, animals are seen in all their splendid variety in
this fascinating visual guide. Divided by class and family, the sections in this book clarify the distinguishing traits of the animals,
which are depicted in colorful scientific drawings; captions provide additional information. User-friendly and with the sections
marked by color tabs for quick consultation, this book could serve as a field guide or a desk reference. Shown in all their glory,
here are the gulper eel, the blue wildebeest, the giant African bullfrog, the Sumatran Orangutan, the Chilean flamingo, and the tiny
but terrifying anglerfish. Many of the book's images show the animals in their natural environment and behaving as they would in
the wild. An orangutan is shown swinging from a branch, a bird-of-paradise is illustrated during a courtship display, and hyenas are
depicted in pursuit of zebra prey. Map icons illustrate the animal’s distribution around the world, while key fact boxes highlight
features of the animal’s anatomy, diet, and genus. Learn more about your favorite species, from the smallest insects to the largest
mammals, with expert information and up-to-date population statistics throughout. User-friendly and accessible, this is the perfect
modern encyclopedia for animal enthusiasts of all ages.
This interdisciplinary dissertation explores the archetype of the "ape-man" from a phenomenological perspective, with its genesis
and present continuation dependent on extant and accreted human behavior and morphology. In order to ascertain the embedded
components of the ape-man archetype, an identikit ape-man as a discrete phenomenon is derived after the examination of crosscultural examples world-wide. Next, this discrete phenomenon and its constituent parts are compared both to extant ape species'
behavior and morphology and the paleoanthropological evidence to determine in what ways -- if any -- components of each are
reflected accurately in the phenomenon. Utilizing concepts in the fields of cultural and physical anthropology, ethology,
psychology, and philosophy, this dissertation asserts as its conclusion that the archetype of the ape-man is a result of accreted
and enacted collective memories, and reflects an important phenomenon integral to human thought and form.
Humans have always regarded gorillas with conflicting emotions. As evidenced by the intense controversy sparked by the killing of
Harambe at the Cincinnati Zoo, the treatment of gorillas is intertwined with how humans perceive them. This book sheds light on
the truth about mountain gorillas and the consequences that could result from their extinction. Offering readers an unbiased look at
the animal, the text covers the challenges that gorillas face in the wild and the actions that must be taken to ensure their survival.
The dynamic text is augmented by colorful photographs, a handy timeline, and sidebars.
Gorillas are surprisingly gentle and non-confrontational despite their size and strength. For decades, poaching, logging, and
human diseases have ravaged their population until they have become endangered. Readers will learn engaging details about
these gentle giants, the struggles they face, and what is being done to protect them.
Chronicles the days of a gorilla family, offering insight into their diet, communication, behavior, and recreation, provoking human
introspection.
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